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ASSESSING THEIMPACTS OF INTERGOVERNMENTAL ECONOMIC ORGANIZATIONS:
THE CASE OF THE WORLD BANK AND NON-FORMAL EDUCATION*

4

This paper represents a preliminary investigation into the World Bank'

support of non-formal education projects in less developed countries. For the

sake of convenience, both projects supported by the International Bank for

Reconstruction and Development and its ffiliate, the International Development

Asisr:,ciation, will be investigated simul.taneoudy. For sake of clarity, non-

formal education can be defined as organized oz deliberate as contrasted to

informal education) out-of-the formal classroom setting education. An "ideal"

non-formal education program's purposes are short-term, specific and non-cre-

dential oriented; its timing is short-cycle student9 e*e enrolled on a

part-time basis. Moreover, the ideal non-formal education project is individu-

alized, aimed at providing particular practical (rather than academic) skills

,..--

and the entry reqhirements are determined by the clientele, instead of vice
.

!.P

versa. Finally, the project's delivery system would be environmentally-based

(rather than institutionalized), community miated, flexibly structured, learner-

centered and self-governing. LObviously not all of these characteristics are

*Appreciation i$ expressed to James Madison College of Michigan State
University for administrative and research support in the preparation.of this
paper, and particularly t9 Bonne L. Davis for typing this vers4.on. $Financial
assistance came in the formhf.an All-University. .Research_Grant from Michigan
State University.

1
Tim Simkins, Non-Formal Education and Development; Some Critical Issues.

Manche ter Monographs 8. Department of Adult and Higher Education. University
of Manchester, [1971], pp. 12-14. 'See also: Marvin Grandstaff, "Non-formal
Education as a Concept," Prospects: Quarterly Review of Education 8 (No,.. 2,

1979), pp. 179-181.



present in a "typical" non-formal education project, but the presence of-Some

of the mare. prominent'features differentiate non-formal from formal and infor-

-mal (such as child-rearing) educational programs.

Although there is a pressing need foe "seeious" and "systematic".,

studies of the efficiency (cost-effectiveness) and socio- economic impacts of

non-formal education,projects% 2
the aims of this paper are much broader. The

goal is to begin " . . , to trace the individuaJ- and interrelated roles'of.the

assistance and financing agencies in the development of education . .and to

assessthe impact of changing policies andTrogrammes of the agencies."3 This

is to be accomplished by surveying and assessing the World Bank's activities

in the educational field in less developed countries, and_ specifically in the

area of non-formal education. Such an approach promises not simply "to study

just how and why they make certain decisions, who. the technocrats-who run these

institutions and set policy are u
. ,

5 but also aims at contributing to the

scanty literatures on the influence of executive heads in affecting intergovern-

2
On these (needs, see Philip 11.--sCoombs with Roy C. Prosser and Manzoolr-

Ahmed, New Paths Ao Learning: For Rural Children and Youth. (n.p.]: Inter
'national Council for Educational Development, 1973, p. 71. More generally, see
Patton on the policy-making relevance of such a study. Michael Quinn Patton,
Qualitative Evaluation Methods, Beverly-Hills:. Sage PUblications, 1980, p. 279.

.3
Seth'Spaulding, "Needed Research on the Impactof International

Assistance Organizations on the Development of EduCation," Comparative Education
17 (June 1981), p. 207.

-4
On the need to work speci?ically in this area, see: Simkins, Non-

Formal Education, p. 64.

5
A need identified by Martin Carnoy, "International Institutions and

Educational Policy: A Review of Education-Sector Policy," Prospects: Quarterly
Review of Education, 10 (no. 3, 1980), p.'28.

4
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mental organizational effectiveness the politics of inter-intergovernmental

,.
..

, organization politics,
7ythe bureaucratic politics of intergovernmental organi-

zations,
8
as well as impact studies of intergovernmental economic organizations.

9

More specifically, this paper tries to answer such questions as what

the Bank has been telling loan and aid recipient "countries in terms o£ what

they will support and will,tnotZ How have priorities changed, over time? What
l!b

processes exist in the various agencies for policy -development, review, and

revision, and how do these processes themselves influence the end product?
10

What effect do.aid-receiving countries' political structures.and perceptions

of the World Bank -- an "instrur.antal perspective in relation to,their printery.

goals
11

-- have on educational goal achievement? What effects do the goals and

priorities of World Bank officials -- and particularly the executive head who
. '

is concerned with institutional_cantinuity and the expinsibn of tasks and

strengthening of the authority of the intergovernmental organization
12

-- have

on educational outcomes? And "what are the ideological underpinnings of the

"-r

6
See particularly Robert W. Cox, The Executive Head% An Essay on

Leagership in International Organization," International Organization, 23
(Spring 1969), pp. 205-230, and Ernst B..Haas, Beyond the Nation State
(Stanford: Stanford University Press), 1968, pp. 86-125.

.

7
See espedially, Lawrence S. Finkelstein, "The IR'of IG0s," paper

presented at the annual meeting of the International Studies Association in
Los Angeles, March 19, 1980.

-8
See for example, Harold K. Jacobson, Netwatks of Interdependence

(New 'York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1979), pp. 107-141.

9 For a summary of this literature, see Michael G. Schechter,. "AssesSing
the Impacts of Intergovernmental Organizations: A Review,Jand Refinement of
the Literature." Paper presented at the AnnaurMeeting oft the International
Studies Association, Midwest Region in Chicago, 'Illinois (October 1980).

1 0The
e are questions raised by Spaulding in "Needed Research," p. 209.

. ,

11
Robert W. Cox, "Education for Development," International Organization,

22 (Winter 1968), pp. 3107311.

2Ibid.
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elite interested in the policy dutcomes of noni!ormal'educations?'
,13

In seeking answers to these questions, what becomes abundantly clear

A

is the importance of stveral variables in explaining the impact of .utergovern-
)

mental economic organizational projects: the validity of .ch,laging.economic

development theories 'and their adoption or rejection by intergovernmental

- -organizational offiCials, most particularly the executive head; the personal

predilictions and power of the executive head relative bOth-to this organi-

zation.and.potential donor and recipient countries; the relative.efficacy

(often correlated with organizational structure), commitment and priorities of

recipient country officials,. including those invd1Ved in the most minute imple-

mentational activities,'.and of course, the validity of educational strategies

supported or contrasted to those cast aside.

In Seeking-re ai.iswer these questions and concretoze these phenomena,.

the paper is organized in the following manner: first there will be a cursory.

overview of the role played by education in the development process, and par

ticularly the rising criticism of formal education as a precursor to the push

for.exogenous funding of non-formal education programs. This o ,perview will be

followed by a discussion of the historical evolution of the World Bank's con-

cern with education as part and parcel of the development process. Throughout

these two sections, the importance of evolving economic deyelopment theories.
4

will become evident; in the-lattel: discussion attention will be focused on the

seemingly quientessential importance of the executive head, first George Woods

13
H. S. Bhola, "A Policy Analysis of Nonformal Education: The Case

mf'Bolivia," ERIC Document ED 112, 044, p. 14.
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but much more importantly Robert McNamara. .Following these rather extensive

introductory discussions, attention will be directed on the specific case of

World Bank fundeU non-Nrmal education projects. Flowing from that analysis --

which involves. a discussion of recipient country politics as much as World

.
Bank issues -- will be a more theoretical summary, and concluding section

dealing wiNnthe issue of "impact studies," intergovernmental organization

policy-making as well as the relationship between exogenously funded non-

formal,. education projects and .010 on-going debate concerning the dependent

relationships, proponents of the N.I.E021.,.and defenders of programs of self-

4

reliance. In so doing, the last section necessarily returns to'the ever-con-

troversial issue of the appropriateness of ehe economic development theoties

4

end5rsed and acted upon by World Bank officials and policy makers in its member

countries.

A Methodological Note and Caveats

As noted at the outset this is merely a preliminary paper; further

/research, including on-site-and at-the-Bank interviews are clearly called for

beforeanything definitive can be reported. However, even at this point, the

findings contained herein are based on numerous on-site studies (some resulting

from dissertation research and /or World Bank evaluations) as well "as.discussions

with participants in such projects.
14

4.

More generally, it is. easily conceded that the assessment-of impacts

of World Bank projects is an extraordinarily convoluted task, no mattero what
e

the methodology employed. Indeed several earlier students of the field

'concluded that:

'..,

r 14Even at this poi

4

,
George Axinn, should be singled out in this regard.

S.
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It is unrealistic to focus only on the impact of Bank

projects, for the Bank often ties its project loans
to changes in the borrower's

5
sector and macro policies,

such as agriculture prices.

Relatedly, there is a problem of timing. As an earlier study characterized

it;

Perhaps the most serionsconsraint on assessing the
effectiveness of the Bank in benefitting.the poor is16
/that it is probably too soon to measure the results.

The new styles of projects such as non-forMal edification -- only began in the

mid-1970's (more on that. later) and as most projects usually take five to seven

years, systematic inquiries can only.now be_begun.
17 Relatedly,. as one of the

goals of this study is longitudinal, cross-project comparison, there is the

problem that most earlier projects" did not have the same sorts of objectives',

as those in 1982 (e.g., pre-1972, there were no "basic needs concerns"

expressed in World Bank undertakings).
18 Furthermore; since most educational

programs, particularly those that are locally initiated and operated on shoe-

string resources .(such'as the earliest of the non-fo/rmal education programs),

are not very conscious about the importance' of systematic evaluation and main-

/

tenance of records of what happens to their clientele, there is a strong

possibility of skewed inferences being drawn. "Major achievements, problems,

15United States Congress, House of Representatives, Foreign Assistance

and Related Agencies, Appropriations for 1979, Part 5 of the,Hearingsbefore

a Subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations, 95th Congess, 2nd session,

1978, p. CRS-69'.
-

16 Ibid., p. CRS-72.

17
Ibid.

18United States Congress, House of RVresentatives, Foreign Assistance

p. CRS -72.
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and significance are probably sufficiently visIpe,
"19

but lesser known

successes and failures are likely doomed to historical obscurity and social

scientific ignorance.' Moreover, seldom is there any public discussion of the

pro's and con's of an educational program before it is undertaken in a "third

world" country; "policy fornultion is often centralized and hidden.
"20

Likewise, "third World" governments and intergovernmental organizations. have

an "understandable temptatiOn" to avoid any attempt to evaluate effectiveness

when that evaluation may reveal findings unfavorable to the program.
21

Not only must all of these concerns be kept in Mind, but so must the

very sensible demand that any analyst look at direct effects (on jobs, incomes,

increased outputs), indirect effects (such as income and employment multipliers,

price effects and the releasing of.other. reSources of investment and aide
Ow.

effects, including unanticipated outcomes). As Etherington aptly noted, one

can't limit an evaluation of a project to the achievement of its goal:k for

that overloOks the effects on the underlying social structure and perhaps the

impact on the prOcesses which spawned the program in the first place.
22

I19S. J. Woodhouse and A: H. Lubis, "Indonesia: A Comprehensive Locally .

Initiated Youth Program," in Education for Rural Development; Case Studies for
Planners, edited by Manzoor Ahmed and Philip H. Coombs (New York: Praeger
Publishers, 1975), p. 127.

20
Bhola, '"Rolicy Analysis of Nonformal Education," p. 16.

21
Alan.Etherington, "No Education is Neutral." Commonwealth Conference

on Non-Formal Education for Development; Supplement to Committee 4. CCNFED/4/L/3.._
London: Commonwealth Secretariat, [1979], pp. 3-4. Etherington also suggests
that there are unlikely to be good evaluations of programs for which analysts
and practitioners have little sympathy, for-there is a fear that such evalua-
tions may help'a bad programAmprove and become "perhaps more oppressive or
give' it a certain unwarranted credibility."

22
Ibid., p.
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On the other hand, in order to assess this last set of effects, it

does not seem incumbent (even if it were possible) upon the analyst to

Scriven's proposed."goal-free evaluation" techniques.
23

Indeed, it

seen* a bit misguided to"delibAately avoid rhetoric related to program goals,

in that ;.hat rhetoric itself can affect policy outcomes.
2

Although Patton's recommendations to pursue Scriven's methodologic

suggestions will not be followed, Patton's more general arguments for quali-

tative research techniques in studying program implementation do. seem persuasive

and should be followed in studies of this kind.
25

Inter alia, Patton argues

that qualitative ata require depth and detail
26

-- the requirements of

evaluative research.
27 Moreover, Patton's defense of case studies seem per-

\

Suasive and relev nt, indeed worthy of repetition:

Whilq studying one or a few critical cased does not
technically permit broad generalizations to all
possible cases, logical generalizations can often be
made from the weight of Hidence produced in studying
a single, critical case.

23All that should be concerning us," Scriven writes . .was deter-

mining exactly what effects that prodiudt had (or most likely had), and evalu-

ating those, whether or not they were intended.". Michael Scriven, "Prose and

Cons about Coal-Free Evaluation," Evaluation and Comment, 3.(December 1972),

p. 1. See also, Patton, Qualitative Evaluation, pp. 55-57.

(

24See Schechter, "Assessing the Impact."

2 5Patton, Qualitative Evaluation, pp.
.

22 and 70.

26
I id., p. 22

.

27
Ibid., p. 37. Contrariwise, quantitative research methods must assume

that local cities are attempting to implement processes or attain outcomes
which can be measured along a s'tand'ardized set of scales or dimensions, thus

disguising a dimensality of qualitative differences among programs. Ibid.,p. 66.

28
p. 103.

10
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Education and Development: A Contemporary Historical Overview

The main objective of the educational system established in the

colonial world by the tolonial powers was rather straightforward: "to facili-

tate the economic exploitation.of the colonies by the 'mother' countries,; or

it was xealized that if the administrative and economic system set up. by the

colonial powers was to function smoothly, it needed indigenous staff who could

serve as intermediaries and interpretators between the local people and the

colonial'admin4 'ration, 2.9 Thus education was designed to:

.pick out and train from among the workers a chosen body of
collaborators who, as technical personnel, foremen, super-

,'
visqxs-and clerks:rwill make up :for the inadequate number
o Europeans and meet the growing demani8 of the.colonists'
a ricultural or commerical .enterprises.

Thus the educat onal systemsin the colonies was established by the foreigners '

to serve foreign interests.
31

Consequently &ipon gaining political independence

the aim of the le (lets of,the newly indep

tional system serve their interest, namel

budent states was to have the educe-

the achievement of development.

In the a'ftermath of political independence -- most notably during the

1 ,
,

1950's and 1960's development was often simply equated with economic growth.
.

This was the perlod in which Walt Rostpw's famous stages of growth theories

were in vogue: the development.challengs of the newly independent states of

Asia and Africa; as well as the developing, but much.longer independent states

29
Bernardin Sambou,\ "Co-operation Among Developing Countries, Prospects:

Quarterly Review of Education, 6 (No..4, 1976), p. 616.

30
Albert Serrault as quoted in Ibid.

31
Sambou, "Co-operati

yeti

n Among Developing Countries,

11

. 617.
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of Latin America had much to learn from the develoPmenI processes of the'
,

formerly underdeveloped:.states of the Northern hemisphere.
32

This replication Of the developed countries' success
stories' Seemed to promise a quick fix: "catching up
with thn rich country.! (What it also.did, to a cer-
tain extent, was to prevent the developing countries'

. leadership from elaborating or4al/and,
viable models of society for their countries.)"33

P
tl

In terms of education, what this meant was that the role of education wan to

produce high and middle-level manpower with the knowledge, ;:kills, and

Attitudes which would permit the. rapid expansion of the economy, not least

of all by producing teachers of the teachers. Thus.th'e object ¢f the educe-
,

tional system was to produce a middle class to replace the form r colonial

masters. Thisapproach was. dignified by the name of "human cap: .1

production.
34

Perhaps the most succinct statement of that role ated by

`See, e.g., Paul Stroite, "In the Rostovian Ttadition," Ceres, 8'
(January/February 1975), p. 56. Rostow's non - Communist manifesto argued that. ,

development'is a linear path along which all countries travel. Development
was Seen Orimarily as a matter of economic growth, associated with social
change. It: was takIln for granted that, organizing the march along the develop-
ment path was the main concern of governments. Rostow's linear view begged a
host of questions about the nature, causes and objectives of developmeni;it
tended to focus on constraints by he remdval of which would set
fred-the "ngtural" forces makini, for the Sti;ady move toward ever higher incomes.
Obstacles could be overcome with `he supplyin\g of various missing components,
chiefly capital, foreign'oxchange, skills an anagement.

33
World Bank, The Assault on World Poverty: Problems of Rural Develop-

ment, Education and Health. (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press,.
1975), pp. 277-278. Sed also: S. C. Dube, 'Theories and Goals of°Education:
A Third World Perspective." Prospects: Quarterly Review of Education, 6
(No. 3, 1976), pp. 349.

34
Simkins, Nom-Formal Education p. 20. See also: Hans Reiff, "Towards

a Re-Examination of Aid to the Lea: t-Developed Countries,"Prospects: quarterly
Review of Education, 6 (No. 4., 19-L, pp. 614.



none other than George Woods himself, then President of the World Bank Group:

Whatever elseis-said.about-the needs and prospects
of the developing countries of Asia, Africa and Latin
America, the criterion that really counts-when it comes
to engineering an escape from proverty is productivity.

The aim of development assistance was to help achieve these ends. Woods

'continued:

To get more output from a given input should be the
motto of all of those engaged in "foreign aid" -- or
development finance, as I would rather call,it . . .

when a few years ago the Bank began to address itself
to the huge problem of education for development, we
approached the subject fgm the point of view of
increasing productivity.

In this regard, the approach of the World Bank Group was hardly novel. The

focus of all those concerned, a111-A--time, with education for development.

,wag-on productivity: on manpower training, and particularly o
krh

developing a

professional class.

During the/1960's, education planners began.to take
their cue's from manpower studies -- often crude And
superficial -- which tended to emphasize the kinds
of highly skilled manpower'which

36
only secondary and

higher education could provide.

The consequence was a massive increase and skewing of educational budgets

throughout the developing world; it was not unusual to find 50% of the

educational budgets being spent on secondary and higher education, where

less than 20%-of students were. 37, The educational focus on rapid productivity and

35
George D. Woods, "Sow EdUcation Aid, Reap Econothic Growth," Columbia

Journal of World Businesa',.1 (Summer 1966), p. 37.

36
Marvin Grandstaff, Non-Formal Education and an Expanded Conception

Development, Program of Studies in Non-FOrmalEducation Discussion Papers, Paper
Number One (East Lansing: Michigan State University-, 1973), pp. 22 and 24. See
also: S. J. Cookey, "The Training and Supply of Middle- Level. Personnel,"
Prospects: Quarterly Review of Education, 6 (No. 2, 1976), p. 223

37
World Bank, Assault on World Poverty, p....279.
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a replication of the developed world's experiences also led to an almo

exclusive gearing of educational programs ". . . to the needs of the modern,

n 38
urban sector, especially those-of industry and the public service .

The underlying philosophy of the "developmentalists" as to the function of

the educational system was clear: schooling was viewed as a liberating process,

"in which the child is transformed from a traditional'individual to a modern

one." This transition was expected to enable the child "to be creative as

well as functional." Schooling was expected to enable the graduate to contri-

bute to the economy, polity, and society. 39 .Thus concern was focused on -

teaching the requisites of "modernization": time, organization, notions of

progress and mobility, acceptance of new ideas,
40 and competitiveness.

41

Further, as some sociologists at the time contended, the educational system

in "third world" countries should be organized to provide the "socialization"

\\ (e.g., docility, punctuality, discipline, etc.) necessary to permit individuals

to absorb on-the-job training more readily and thus to increase productivity.
0

More speci?l_ally, one of the most influential educational analysts of the .-

time -- Phi ip Coombs -- argued that education packages aimed for rural

//'
,/ .

38Simkins, Non-Formal Education, p. 21.

/39Martin Carnoy, "International Educational Reform: The Ideology of.

Efficiency," in The Limits to Educational Reform, edited by Martin Carnoy and

Henry M. Levin. (NeW York: David McKay Company, Inc., 1976), p. 256.

40.
, Grandstaff, Non-Formal Education, p. 21.

41Simkins, Non-Formal Education, p. 26.

42
Jagdish Bhagwati, "Education, Class Structure and Income Equality,"

Finance and Development, I (May 1973), p. 20.

1A
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development should hope to provide: positive attitudes (e.g., cooperation

with %family, needed for good working attitudes); fUnctional literacy and

numeracy (so one could ingest agricultural and health information); a scien-

tific outlook and an elementary understanding of the proOesses of nature

(e.g., food storage and preparation); a functional knowledge and skills for

raising a famifand operating a household; functional knowledge and skills

for earning a living, and functional knowledge and skills for civil partici-._

pation.
43

Coombs' goal suggests that her accepted the notion:that the educa

tional system had an important role to play in forging and safeguarding

national unity, a popular, view of the time.
44

Portrayed graphically, the role

of education in the development process was perceived to be much like Todaro

has pictured it:
45

r.

La.( P..t1n He navnr,.0 Change

ss

Ssas,..s

43'Philip H. CooMbS with Roy C. Prosser and' New Paths

to Learning; For Rural Ghildren and Youth. [n.p.j4 International Council

for Educational Development, 1973, pp. 14-15.

44Edgar,Faure,, FelipefHerrera, Abdul-Razzak Kaddara, et al. Learnin

to Be; the World of Education Today and Tomorrow. Paris: UNESCO, ].972, p. 31,

1-4

45Michael.P. Todaro. Economic Development in, the Third Woad; An
Introduction.to Problems and Policies in a Global Perspective. London:

Longman Group Limited, 1977, p. 244.

15 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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The philosophy behind Coombs' analysiS, which some have taken to be

"policy statements" and which all concede to have influenced "both academic

and nonacademic thought, and in turn affected[ed} the thinking of investors

and instituti9ns offering assistauce from developed countries toward the

underdeveloped world, "46 probably warrants some exploration.

To Coombs, the primary concern the so-called educational crisis

confronting the "third world" -- was the lack of. sufficient, funds to provide-

adequate education to the citizenry so that "third world" countries could

develop and prosper. In large part, this was perceived to be a problem in

inefficiency of management and technology.

The problems of underutilized labor of unemployMent_and of

educated unemployment -- thus were management problems: ". . . the economy
r

and the schools must be aligned so there are more jobs available and more
0

appropriate training in thd schools to fill those jobs.! 47 Stated otherwise,

the need was to 'set goals'which were attainable and which accorded with the

developmental aspirations of less developed countries:
48

CooMbs wasn't

arguing that "third world" countries were in trouble because of an unequal

distribution of education, nor that income inequalitl.es resulted from those

unequal educationalopportunities. On the contrary, he tended ". . . to ignore,

the elimination of social inequalities as an impOrtAnt objective for those in

46
Carno3P, "International Educational Reform," p. 246. See also: Seth

Spaulding, "NeededResearch-on the Impact of International Assistance.Ozgani-f
,-za-EiohS on the DeVelopment of Education." Comparative Education, 17 (June;

1981), pp. 211:

47
Ibid.; p. 251.

48
Ibid., p. 247.

of
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power."49 In that way, Coombs' analyses were ".

in linear, evoluti nary prcgress. 50

"N.

. consistent with a belief

Analyses such as Coombs' were obviously attractive. They promised

./
"third world" leaders the achievement of national development by a rapid

-
quantitative expansion of their educational systems.

5
.

1 Moreover, such studies

,suggested that development was possible without any radical structural changes,

m either within the developing country or in terms of relations-between developee',

and developing countries.52 Further, the role for bilateral anct multilateral
.

development assistance seemed fairly clearly delineated: provision of funds

for school construction and personnel, ,for textbooks, revising curriculum

(to make them more job- related) -and training and/or providing teachers.

But Coombs1.- analyses-and-policy-recommendations-werenl-t-without-their-7------

critics, initially in the academy, but inevitably in policy-making circles- in

both donor and potentially recipient countries. The criticisms took. many, forms

and included, the empirical and the ideological.

49
Carnoy, "International Educational Reform," p. 246. See also:

Seth. Spaulding, "Needed Research on the Impact of International Assistance
Organizations on-the Development of Education." Comparative Education, 17
(June 1981), pp. 211.

50
Ibid.

51
Todaro, Economic DeveloAent, p. 235.

52
Carnoy, "International Educationl Reform, " . 247.
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Tlere were those who, while perhaps endorsing Coombs' policy Suggestions,

found the impractical. It was clear that universal education, especially if'

it took the orm that It did in developed countries formal schooling -- was

-*.nan ally impossible: sugficient capital could never be generated internally,

nor expec me externally.
53

Galtung argued that there really was only

one way in which this might be achieved and {that wasto raise the floor of

schooling by giving everybody pre-pkg<mary educatiOn and perhaps a middle-
,

school education ( totaling 10 years), while at the same time lowering the

ceiling on education by cutting down on-university education.
54.

Other criticisms focused on the inappropriateness of the Western formal

school system for the needs of less developed countries. Educational assistance
.

programs of the 60's were criticized for generally attempting to duplicate in

the "third world" ". . . the school system (but not the comprehensive learning

environment) of the developed nations and to clothe the duplication in a rhetoric

,

that links schooling with the development-economic growth progess.'
55

This

transmission of an inappropriate, formal educational system was often explained

by "involvement of gchoolmen in educational planning" rather than "the result

of careful deliberation and choice-making.
"56

The result wag an overconcern

53
See Simkins, Non-Formal Education, p. 2 and W. Senteza Kajubi,

"Is the School an Obsolete Institution?" in Deschooling; A Reader. Edited by
Ian Lister, [n.p.]: Cambridge University Press, [n.d.].

54
He sees that as only having been attempted in China. Johan Galtung,

"Educational Growth'and Educationaisparity," Prospects: Quarterly Review
of Education, 5 (No. 3, 1975), 327-328.

55
Grandstaff, Non-Formal Education, p. 20.

56
Ibid.
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with book learning and examinations tending "to divorce the school from the

world ofIreality." The children coning but of such an educational experience

were often prepared for a future which didn't exist in their country and 'actu-

. . t,
ally had a "distaste, if not contempt" for manual labor.

57
Simkins explained

this illlarge partly the fact that teachers were often-from outside the

community,'using authoritarian methods.
58

There were additional, related

problems in the rural sector... Youthful teachers lacked credibility among older

, .

persons as did those teaching out of books.
59 Moreover, there were problem's of

sex bias. Most of theeteachers were invariably male, wh reas much of the

farming done in many "third world" countries is'accomplish d'by females-6
0

,

57Kajubi,' "Is the School an Obsolete Institution?", pp. 81-82.

/ 58
,

,Simkins,.Non-Formal Education, p. 27. Priere elaborated on this

pointtby:-speaking of formal, Western-style education as "banking education"'

which'. ". . . mirror[s] oppressive society as a whole: (a) the teacher teaches

and students are taught; (b) the teacher knows everything and the* students

know-nothing; (c) the teacher thinks and students are thought about; (d) the

teacher talks and the students listen -7 meekly; (e) the teacher disc'glines

and the students are disciplined;. (f) the teaCher chooses and enforces his

choice, and the students comply; (g) the teacher acts and the students have the

illusion of acting through the. action of the teacher; (h) the teacher chooses

the program content, and the students (who were not consulted)' adapt to it;'

(i) the teacher confuses the authority of knowledge with his own professional

authority, while he sets in d Positionto the freedom of the student; (j) the

teacher is the Subject, of the learning process,while the pupils are mere

objects." Thus students' cre tine powers are-:-.minimized, which, in turn, is

seen as serving the teachers/o pressors' :interest,. "who care neither to have

the world revealed nor to see it transfoined."- Paulo Friere, Pedagogy of the

Oppressed. Translated by Myra Bergman Ramos. NeW York: ,Herder and Herder,

1972, pp. 59-60.

59William F. Whyte, Participatory Approaches to Agricultural Research

and Development: A State-of-the Art Paper. Ithaca: RUral Development

Committee, Cornell University, May 1981,\p. 5..

60
Ibid., p. 9.
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Nyerere went even further; He contended that pupils in his country

*ere learning to.dispist their own parents because they are old fashioned and

ignorant; there was nothing in the "existing educational system which suggests

to the pupil that they can learn important. things about farming from their

elders."61 A much more widespread refrain was the recognition that formal

schooling and the curricula being devised in the 1960's were ". . . geared

almost exclusively to theneeds of the modern urban sectors, expecially those

of industry and the public service. 1162

Somewhat More in line with Coombs' observations,' but reaching different

conclusions were those like LaBelle who observed that to the degree that

schools "suc.peed in fostering attitudes conducive to modernization, they may be

raising expectations and aspirations to a level beyond fulfillment and thus

serve to retard economic output." His argument was something like the

following:' frustrated schoOl graduates or school leavers would, become alienated

kat the least and pers even join the political opposition, 63 Ward carried

this to its logical conclusion by noting that an uncertainty began to arise

about the relationship between the expansion of formal schools and political

stability. Whereas, at first it seemed clear that societal unrest was likely,

to arise if segments of the population were denied education, later it began to

be perceived that unrest might be'equally.probably if people were being educated,

p. 99.

61
Julius K. Nyerere, "EduCation for S lf-Reliance" in Deschooling

62
Simkins, Non-Formal Education, p. 21.

63
Thomas J. LaBelle and Robert E. Verhine, "NonfRrmal Education and

Occupational Stratification: Implications for Latin AmeAca," Harvard
Educational Review, 45 (May 1975), p. 172. See also: D. P. Nayar, "Non-
Formal Education and Rural Development in India." Community Development
Journal, 14 (No. 1, 1979), p. 48.
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to arise if segments of'the population were denied education, later it began

to be perceived that unrest might be. equally probable if people.were being

educated, but didn't/find satisfying jobs.64 Coming from a somewhat more

radical ideological perspective; Carnoy criticized formal schooling because

it legitimized the "capitalist myth,of meritocracy" (i.e., that success or

.

failure, in school is an individual

-

responsibility).
65

Simultaneous with these rising criticisms of the formal schooling

concept, and/particularly its inapplicability to the developmental aspirations

and needs of the "third.world" was a "revolution" in economic development

theory itself. As ul Haq baldly'stated it: II.
. all of us haye finally

graduated from a fascination with the means of development (like increased g.n.p.

and ilioductivity] to a consideration of its ultimate ends. "66 Smyth nicely

summarized the sources of this "revontion," what he characterized, as a sensi-

tivity to the equity, criterion in development., He cited four factors: 1)*._

'-,'the concern in developed countri'es, most manifest in the 1960's, with social

46. class and ethnic inequalities; 2) the concern, in less developed countries,

with rural -urban and inter-regional inequalities; 3) the heightened political

ri

64
F. Champion Ward, "Introduction; The Age of Innocence," in Education

and Development Reconsidered; The Bellagio Conference Papers. New York:
Praeger Publishers, 1974, p. xv.

65
Carnoy, "International Educational Reform," p. 345.

66
Mahbub.ul Haq, "Changing Emphasis of the Bank's Lending Policies,"

.Finance and Development, 15 (June 1978), p. 12.
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)cultural assault especially in developed countries -- on the utilitarian

ethic.
67 The educational consequences were not immediate, perhaps because

of the reasons cited by Ward:

On their part, national elites, while often agreeing

in principle with these criticisms [i.e., the irrelevance

and dysfunction of Western education], found it difficult,

in practice, to tear their own nests; and the masses,

offered education for the first time, would accept no

substitute for places In the same inherited 'system that

had given so many 4lotpl and economic advantages to

the national elites.

(Indeed much empirical data have been accumulated, of late, to substantiate

the latter point: the mass attraction to formal schools, where ava labre,

even if they do Dot lead to any immediate job payoff.)69

a

These trends culminated in increased prominence and expansion of non-:,

formal education programs. (Depending on one's definition, nonformal education

programs have always been an integral ingredient in edUcational/offeringsAir
in dess developed countries.)' Nonformal education was seen as a way out.of

the dilemma of meeting escalating demands for more relevant education for

greater numbers of people while having relatively fixed finanCial resources:

In large measure this, as to be through he mobilization of local capacities

67John A. Smyth, "Equity Criteria in Educational Planning," in

Education and Development, p. 114.

.68
\

- Ward, "Introduction," p. xvi. Phillips explains-the same\phenomenon
by the vested interest'of the local elites,, who were themselves eduCatedalong

traditional lines. H. M. Phillips, "The Reployment of /Educational Aid," ibid.,

p. 262.

69See evidence cited in David R. Evans, "The Educational Policy

Dilemma for Rural Areas," Comparative Education Review, 25 (June 1981);

passim. See also Alemneh Dejene, "A Broader Concept of Development and the Role

of Non-Formal Education: Analysis of Three Rural Development Projects!" Unpub-

lished Ph.D. Dissertation. Cornell University, 1980, p. 176.
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to achieve locally perceived development goals. 70
Nonformal education was

expected to "save money" through en-th

)
-job training; thus the use of insti-

tutional space\equipment and teachers in job settings rather than school

rooms.71 Further, nonformal education seemed to promise equity of access to

education,. decreased distance between education and the world.of work and life;

development of rural areas; accelerated political participation and thus social

development;
72

an educated elite who wasn't detached'and alienated from society;

and even a decrease in the rural-urban migration. 73
Thus the proponents of

nonformal education sought to meet all of the problems identified by Coombs

as well as all of the-Criticisms leveled against the expansion\of formak

edUcational opportunities, i.e., Coombs' solution to the problem which -he

identified. In fact, some proponents of nonformal education went so far as

to try and round the square by even arguing ghat as functional lite4ry-

grew."naturally" from nonformal education pchemes, so eventually would

"a demand for [formal] schooling." 74,

70
Edwin L. Martin and Arthur L. Howard, "Interim AID Guidance for

Assistance to,Africa on the Non-Formal Education Subsector." Unpublished
paper prepared far the Office of Technical Assistance Coordination, Africa
Bureau, United States Agency for International Development, May 1972, p. 1.

71
Ibid P

72 David R. Evans, "Ghana and Indonesia: Reforms in Non-Forma Educa-
tion at the Community Level," Prospects: Quarterly Review of Education, 11
(No. 2,. 1981), p. 225.

73
Martin and Howard, "Interim AID Guidance," p. 5.

74
Linda A. Dove, "How the World Bank Can Contribute to Basic Education.

Given Formal Sctleoling Will Not Go Away' -' Comparative Education, 17 (June 1981),
p. 175.
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Not surprisingly, with such high expectations and promises,. funds

went into nonformal education. And as empirical evidence began to accumulate

criticisms of nonformal education proliferated. it quickly became'evident

that only small numbers of people were being served by nonformal education

projects. Moreover, it was clear that such projects focused upon individual

changes,, not systemic ones
75

-- clearly disappointing the more radical opponents

of formale,k4poling- More fundamentally, there seemed to be An important

fallacy behind the whole nonformal education movement. LAEelle states it

well:

It is widely assumed that nonformal education can
.'transmit new skill and values effectively and
inexpensivel the eby contributing to national
development and en ancing the status and income
levels of marginal groups. Yet our contention
is that these groups are disadvantaged not so
much because of their lack of skills but, in
.part, because they lack the formal school
credentials which are necessary for advancement.

Thus nonformal education -- by definition, education'without formal creden-

tials -- could not alone change occupation levels and,improVe standards of

living: a concomitant change in yalues and institutions associated with a \\

society's occupations/stratification process was necessary.
76

Simkins reached

a similar conclusion; he stated bluntly that the proponents of nonformial

education ignored the ro e of formal education in social stratification.
77

The same certainly couldn't be said for the rural people, in "third world"

countries who:.

75
Evans, "Ghana and Indonesia," p. 226.

76
LaBe le and Verhine, " Nonformal Education," p. 161.

77 SiMkins, Non-Formal Education, p. 25.
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. . . saw formal education as the only channel for
their children to escape the stagnant rural sector
and Obtain a salaried positioA in the government
or private urban sector. Non-formal education was
perceived as a design that would deny these oppor-
tunities to their children and they were at first
reluctant to give full support to the idea of the
Village Polytechnic. Due to this pressure, some
Village. Polytechnics have become more formalized

s8and tried to copy the government's secondary rhools
/

rather than promote their original objective.

Bacchus' criticism was of a similar direction, but even more direct:

The substitution' of nonformal education for formal
education ". . . might have a negative effect on the
productive efforts of the masses for whom an-important
motivating Influence for working hard is their desire .

to give their children a chance to escape the sub-
sistence and sometim7g below-subsistence life which
they have to endure.

As.Evans put it, nonformal education seemed to permanently socialize people

into accepting permanent inferiority, clearly. one of the criticisms Of forMal

schooling which led to the promotion of nonformal education in the-First place.80

The current consensus seems to be that the problem was that some of the

proponents, of nonformal education seemed to present it as an alternative,

rather than a complement to formal schooling systems. 81 But even that argument 4

7
8
Dejene; "Broader Concept," p. 136.

79
Kazim Bacchus as quoted in Paul Fordham, Participation, Learning

and Change; Commonwealth Approaches to Non-Formal Education. An Edited
Version of Papers Prepared for the Commonwealth Conference on Non-Formal
Education for Development. London: Commonwealth Secretariat, 1980, p. 9.

80
Evans, "Ghana and Indonesia," p. 267. Evans sees Cuba, Tanzania and

China as exceptions to this generalization.

81
See, for example, Evans, "Educational Policy Dilemma," passim. The

Bank explained this phenomenon asresulting froffi the, fact that nonformal
education ".y . schemes are usually conceived in isolation and, unfortunately,
are not designed as components of an integrated structure." World Bank,
Assault on World Poverty, p. .490.
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is really besid the point. For if both formal schooling and nonformal education.

seem to fall far short of,the claims of their proponents, then combining the

two isn't necessarily going to achieve the intended goals either. But rather

than wrestle with'this issue fArther on a theoretical level, it seems, more

useful to turn to the'ways in which the, World Bank has sought to cope with the -A

very same issues confronted by the academy,.although -- as Will be seen --

often with a. considerable.. time4ag.

The World Bank. and Education

'Initiallythe Bank had steered clear of loans in the educational sector.

Inde'd, during the period 1949-1962, Bank officials almost unanimously perceived

their function as prop-; ding infrastructure investment (espdCaally in :the Bower-
, %-

and transportation As) to facilitate the effective fnnctioning f the pri-
st-

vately owned pt0d4cci.- ,its which comprised the economies of most ofthe less

developed countries to whic1 they were making loans.
82

This seemed to!work

well with the. requirements of the Bank's Articles of Agreement: ,loans!coUld

be made for specific investment projects only and Bank financing was

limited to the foreign exchange costs of projects.
13

(Few of the major xpen-

ditures in the area of educational expansion and/or reform were expected to

consume foreign exchange).) Moreover, the Bank eschewed educational loans

82
J. H. Adler, "The World Bank's Concept of Development -- An In-House

Dogmengeschichte," in Development and Planning; Essays in Honour of Paul
Rosentesin Rodan. Edited by Jagdish Bhagwati-and Richard S. Eckaus. London:
George Allen and Unwin Ltd., 1972, pp. 34 and 36-67.

83
Ibid., p. 34.
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during this period because of the difficulty'of measuring the often indirect

dontribution to development of such projects. Always keeping in mind that

the Bank was indeed a bank, heavily dependent upon. raising funds on Wall

Street, the incentives to support successful and financially lucrative projects

was always quite high.
84

Indeed the ideal Bank proiects during this period

included project aid for specific purposes (e.g., building dams and highways);

a great majority of the funds was given to buy goods (usually capital goods)

From the developed countries. Such projects were preferred; they were easier

to control and evaluate.
85

Indeed Hayter explains the slow movement of the

Bank into the educational (field by this very fact: it was hesitant, she asserts,

to mdve from "safe" prof cts, with a minimum of social, implications and compli-

cations.
86

As has been suggested above, the factors seem a bit more complex

or at least numerous.

In part, the explanation seems to be a philosophical and related

managerial one. As Adler explains:

84
Edward S. Mason and Robert E. Asher, The World Bank Since Bretton

woods; The Origins, Policies, Operations and Impact of the International Bank
' for Reconstruction and Development and the other Members of the World Bank

Group: The International Finance Corporations, The Internatioilal Development
Association, The International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes.
Washington, D.C.: The Brookings Institution, 1973, pp. 151-152.

85
William W. Murdoch. The Poverty of Nations; The-Political Economy of

Hunger and Population. Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1980,
p. 263.

86
Teresa Hayter. Aid as Imperialism. Harmondsworth, Middlesex,

England: Penguin Books, 1971, p. 57.
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It may be a fair guess that in the very early days of the
Bank's operations in development finance, the Bank derived
very little help from the "outside" while it was groping
for a consistent concept of development. As time went
on, intellectual innovations conceived on the "outside"
undoubtedly did much tQ change the Bank's views and
operating stance. :

07

Among these outside influences, Hirschman's view of the growing importance

of noneconomic factors; such as education, population controls and cultural

behavioral patterns were among the most prominent.
88

Thus by the early 1960's

Bank officials came to see the availability of foreign capital as a necessary,

but not sufficient prerequisite for development.
89

This phenomenon seems to

accord with Asher's observation that the Bank has historically been ". . a

follower-rather than a leader in thinking, about the development process and

now to expedite and enrich that process. It has been financially oriented

rather than development oriented.
90

Indeed, Asher in a jointly authored

history of the Bank explains the enlargement of the scope of Bank lending

during the Wood administration including the movement into edUcation

"probably more as the result of a change in the Bank's conception of its

proper role than its conception of development requirements. "91 But he recognized

that many outside the Bank had broadened the concept of the development process,

87
Adler, "World Bank's Concept of Development," p. 50.

88
Bettina S. Hiirni, The Lending Policy of the World Bank in the 1970s:

Analysis and Evaluation. Boulder: Westview Press, 1980, p. 23.

89
Adler, "World Bank's Concept, of Development" p. 45:

90
Robert E. Asher, "Comment: The Leopard's SpotS," in The World Bank

.Group; Multilateral Aid,. and the 1970s. Edited by. John P. Lewis and Ishan
Kapur. Lexington: D.. C. Heath and Company, 1973, p. 21..

91
,Mason and Asher, World Bank Since Bretton. Woods, p. 472.
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c c

c,

which naturally suggested an expansion of the scope of the World Bank Group. 92

The clearest manifestation of these changes was the deCision in 1963 to

support a number of educational projects, a clear departure for the Bank

and one which involved an open modification of its prior development "philosophy."

This departure not simply underscored the acceptance of Hirchman's views that

factors other than capital (i.e., skills) were essential to development, but

also that development was indeed a slow pi _ess.
93

The formal manifestation

of this change took the form of an October 1963 memo from President Woods on

Proposed Bank/IDA Policies in the Field of Education:

. . . the Bank and IDA should be prepared to consider
financing a part of the capital requirements of
priority education projects designed to produce,

Ior to serve as a necessary step ih producing, trained
manpower of the kinds and in the numbers needed to
forward economic development in the member country
concerned. In applying this criterion, the Bank and
IDA should concentrate their attention,-at. least at "the
present stage, on projects in the fields of (a) vocational
and technical education as training at various levels, and
(b) general sacondary education. Other kinds of education
projects would be considered only in exceptional cases.

Thus there were cleail limits to the departure: the Bank would concentrate on

projects in the modern sector; 94 upper division schooling (during the period

92
Mason and Asher, World Bank,Since Bretton Woods, p. 473.

93Adler,
The World Bank!s Concept of Development--An In-House

DogmenKeschichte," pp. 43-44.

94--
World Bank. The Assault on World Poverty, p. 315. See also:

Phillips, "Reployment of Educational Aid," pp. 260-261.
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4 c

1963-69, 0% of the funds were devoted to primary and basic education)
95

concentrating on technical education and vocational training for industry,

commerce and agriculture96 and continued to maintain ". . . an emphasis on

capital support in educatibnal aid,jand a preference for supporting technical

education-segments that afford[ed] the donor ehe security of using familiar

-budget and plarining procedures. . .".
97

In addition, the original Bank

projects in the edUcational field provided for a major role for UNESCO. Indeed

in joint IBRD/UNESCO projects, of which there were many in this period, UNESCO

was charged with assuming responsibility for initial project identification,

for assisting in project preparation, and for evaluating projects to determine

whether they were meeting the educational objectives that were originally

sought: (Not long after, the Bank ". . . found that it had to make its own

investigations to a greater extent than had been expected. " )98 Most impor-

tantly, perhaps, the World dank criteria for approving loans continued to. have

an "overtly narrow economic orientation."95 Indeed Woods himself later noted

that the form of finance of these early loans was usually determined by the

credit worthiness of the country and not the value and/or need for the project.
100

95
,External Advisory Panel on Education. Report of the Extealal

Advisory Panel on Education to the World Bank. [Washington: The World Bank],
October 31; 1978, p. 14.

96
Woods, "Sow Education," p. 39.

/97
Ralph M. Miller, "The Meaning of Development and Its Educational

-Implications." in Education and Development Reconsidered, pj.90.

1
98
Mason and Asher, World Bank Since 'Bretton Woods, p.

-9 9H.' M. Phillips. Educational Cooperation Between Developed and
Developing Countries. New Yofk: Praeger Publishers, 1976,; p. 54.

10
°Woods, "Sow Education," p. 40.
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On the other hand, it is noteworthy that most early educational projects

were financed through International Development Association credits and only

10% of the projects in fiscal years 1963-1967 were in countries with per capita

incomes above $200 per year. (Indeed, subsequently the income range of bor-
.

rowers broadened and in fiscal years 1970-71, fully 56% of the financing was

,,
in countries with per capita incomes greater than $20u).

101
Mason and Asher

have explained this by noting that the ". . . crying need for such projects

and the paucity of domestic resources to finance them helped . . . to fan the

flames for grants and soft loans to supplement the lending then being done by

"
102'

the World Bank on close-to commercial terms.

Woods' replacement as President of the World Bank, Robert McNamara,

fairly quickly and dramatically expanded the parameters for -change in the World

Bank's programs, not least of all in the area of educational funding. Again

there were related managerial and philosophical reasons for the expanded and

altered Bank role.
0

In part it was simply because of McNamara's own vision of the World

Bank. As he bluntly stated in September 1968 in a speech before the Board of

Governors: "I have always regarded the World Bank as something more:than a

Bank, a Development Agency." This assertion; not surprisingly, "was not well

received by the many conventional bankers present.
103

But a permissive economic'

101 International Bank for Reconstruction and Development. World Bank

Operations; Sectora1 Programs and Policies. Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins

University Press, 1972, p. 266.

102Mason-and-Asher, World-Bank Since Bretton Woods, pp. 151-152.

103William Clark, "Robert McNamara at the World Bank," Foreign Affairs,
60 (Fall 1981), p. 169.
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climate had been established: thg Bank's record/in its earlier economic programs

had clearly met the economic, standards set for them and thus the new President

was not to be deterred.
104

Indeed,McNamara's vision was one in which the

. Bank would perform as a key instrument in the xestructuring of the world's
4

economy so that the poorest two-thirds could enjoy a fair share of the earth's

'resources. McNamara was reportedly "impatient" with those who contended that

it was beyond the competence of the Bank to provide such leadership.
105

More specifically, McNamara had concluded that the eudcational systems

oE less developed countries were "all too often" inequitable, favoring city

dwellers and the relatively rich and ". . in many countries, they have served

educational objectives that were irrelevant to economic and social development. ".

Thus, McNamara, concluded:

What is required "is that the systems should be reshaped to
ensure that .all members of society 'get at least a mini- r_______________
mum basic education. More equal educational opportUnities
would enable the poor to become more productive, anlogo
participate more' fully in the development process."

The goal was clearly still economic. As' McNamara himself. put it:

We have not financed in the past, .and we will not
finance in the future, any education.Project'that
is not directly related to . - . economic growth.

104
Mason and'Asher, World Bank Since Bretton Woods, pp. 134-135.

105
William Clark, "The McNamara Years; A Personal Note Introducing

Selections from Speeches by Mr. McNamara;" Finance and DeVeiopment; 18
(June,. 1981), p. 6.

106
Robert S. McNamara, "Preface [and chapter introduCtions]," in

Assault on World Poverty,. p. vi.
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It is the WorldBank's task to determine, in a given
situation, precisely what sort of education contri-
butes most to solid economic growth, and to invest
accordingly. 1,107

Years-after, looking back over this period, McNamara evidenced the coincidence
ti

between his views and those of the first wave of educational analysts we
4 .

have discussed, most notably Coombs:

Ever since the World Bank decided to enter the field of
education development in 1962, its aim has been basically
one: to help developing countries reform and expand
their educational systems in such a way that the latter
may-contribute more fully to economic development.108

In terms of means for achieving these goals, McNaMara begat much as the first

wave of educational analysts did. In his first public speech as

President of the Bank,:delivered on September 30, 1968, before the Bank's

Board of Governors, he 'declared:

With the terrible and growing shortage of qualified
teachers all over the developing world we must find
ways to make good teachers more productive. This will
involve investment in textbooks, in audio-visual materials,
and above all in the use of modern communications
(radio, film, and television) for teaching purposes:

H109

107
SpeechSpeech before the Bond Club of New York, May 14, 1969. Reproduced

in Robert S. McNamara. The McNamara Years at the. World Bank; Major Policy
Addresses. of Robert S. McNamara 1968-1981. Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1981, p. 64.

108
McNamara, "Preface," p. 265.

1
09
Reproduced in The McNamara Years at the World Bank, p. 10.



A year later, McNamara expanded'on the same topic. He called for: 1) greater

attention to fenctional literacy for adults; 2) decreased emphasis on physical
/

construction and more on teacher training and curriculUM development; and 3) a

greater contribution to educational innovation and experimentation (including

televised education).
110

McNamara's amphasis'on capital support in educational
,

aid and preference for supporting technical education schemes was criticized

as insuring their irrelevance. "From the donor side, it takes much more effort,

mdre man-hours, and higher administrative costs to/spend a given amount of

Money in a diversity of small projects, rather than in a large heavy capitalized

project.
111

But even these criticisms were soon to be addressed by McNamara.

In a July 1970 memo addressed to the Executive Directord, McNamara called

for a broadening of,the scope of. educational projects and a determination of

/
. .

.

priorities and selection of projects ". . . on the basis of a thorough exami-

nation-of-the education systems as a whol,rather than by a priori designated

areas ogeligibility which may not relate to the particular country. "112 Still

the Bank's focus was on formal educational_systems; only "a few.projacis.j.ox

adult training -- which would now be called nonformal education . , ." were

110
Speech to the Board of Governors on:September 29, 1969. Repoduced

in The McNamara Years at the World Bank, p. 77.

1
1
1
Ralph1C Miller, "The Meaning of Development and Its Educational

Implications," p. 90.

112
World-Bank. Assault'on Poverty, p! 16:
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supported in the period 1968-.71.113

McNamara'S expansion of the Bank's activities in the educational field

required a further strengthening of relations with other international agencies,

a challenge to which McNamara brought " . . . none of the aversion congential

tosome of his predecessors."114 Some saw the net result of this as an

erosion Of the influence of other international organizations "presumably with

greater expertise" in the educational field. UNESCO was most often thought

of.
115

Others saw an "uncoordinated proliferation in. UN projects promoted by

different agencies with different interests.. . .

116
Still others contended

that the diversification of the Bank was weakening other UN agencies.
117

The expansion also required -- as prophecied -- a much more political

role for the Bank.
118

Bank officials themselves identified half of the issue

of politicization:

113
Indeed, over the period 1963-71, only 4% of the educatiori funds went

-----forwhat-would-now-be-eaIIed-nonformaI-educatipti. bee: World Bank, Assault on
Poverty, p. 16.' See also: External Advisory Panel, Report, p. 14.

114
Mason and Asher, World Bank Since Bretton Woods, p. 101.

115
Aart van de Lear. The World Bank and the Toor. Boston: Martinus

Nijhoff Publishing, 1980, pp. 84-85. "Although the Bank might have financed
less than 10% of total educational students in developing countries, its real
influence on the allocation of school, resources the world over must certainly
exceed that of UNESCO. No matter what UNESCO recommends in its normative,
project-preparatory capacity, it is the Bank that holds the most powerful
financial lines." George Psacharomiulous, "The World Bank in the World of
Education: Some Policy Changes and Some Remnants," Comparative Education, 17
(June 1981), p. 141."

J.

116
World Bank; Assault on Poverty, p. 291.

11
7_Van_d. LaaLWorld_Bank,-p.-89,-

118
Hayter, /Aid as Imperialism, p. 51.
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A deeper and more continuous dialogue between the Bank
and the borrower is necessary if we are to encourage
in the borrower a greater willingness to reform and
innovate and if.we want to Syired with the projected
financing of education. . ."

The donors -- in the form of the U.S. Congress -- weren't long to follow in

manifesting the other half of the politicization equation.
120

But the controversial educational activities dr the Bank had only reall

just started. As McNamara began to/travel around the world, he quickly came

/it

..to the realization that capital inveatment projects of the Black and Woods eras

had had little effect on the ruralareas.,12 1 This propositiop was surely

buttressed by the opinions of the large influx of "third world" personnel j.

whom McNamara had insisted be brought into the Bank.
122 McNamara was hard*

an "originator" of development theory or even critques of theory.
123

r
Still he quicklycame to see Ole inadequacy of the "Orickle down" .

1191971 World Bank Sector Working Paper as quoted in:
-------Educational-Ceoperationv-pPT 54=55.

120
'See e.g., U.S. Congress. House of Representatives. Foreign Assistance

and Related Programs, Appropriations, FY 79, Part One. Hearings Before the
Subcommittee on Foreign Operations Appropriations to Consider H.R. 12931, to
make FY 78 Supplementation and FY 79 Appropriations for Foreign Assistance and
Related Programs, February 22,'27, March 2, 7, 9, 14, 16, 21, 23, April 5, 1978,
95th Congress, 2nd Session, 1978 p. CRS - 65.

121
Clark, "Robert McNamara," p. 172.

Phillips,

122
When McNamara took over about half of the professional_staff was

Anglo-American, and fewer than 5% were from the "third world.". By 1972, the
staff was much more repreSentative of the Bank's membership. Ibid., p. 169.

See also: Escott Reid, "McNamara's-World Bank," Foreign Affairs, 51 (June 1973),
p. 809.

123Clark_notes_ that most_of_ the ideas _of_the__12basic-needsP--approach, with-

which ,Mcliamara is, so closely identified, came from others. The exception was

concern about the population bomb. Clark, "Robert McNamara," p. 173.
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approach to economic development.
124 This was the beginning of. McNamara's

personal endorsement c17 the basic needs' approach, one aimed at improving the

1

I"well-being of ,the lower 40% of the population through increased productivity

and employment and Improved income distribution." In educational terms,

MCNamare establishedanumber of guiding principles. These included:

1) minimum baSic education for all, as fully and as soon as
resources permit;

2) further education provided selectively, including ' . . the

knowledge and skills necessary for the performance of economic,
social and other developmental roles";

3) "A national education system should be viewed as a comprehensive
system of learning, embracing formal, nonformal and informal

education, all working with maximum possible' internal and
external efficiency;

4) "In the interest of both increased productivity and social
equity, educational opportunities should be equalized as

fully as possible."12)

The aims were clearly both inter and intracountry equity of distribution.
126

More concretely, McNamara told the Board of Governors in their September

1973 meeting in Nairobi:

Educational systems should stress practical Information
in agriculture, nutrition, and family planning for those
both within and outside of the formal school program.127

The greater emphasis "on objectives of social equity" quickly began to show up

in educational projects and In the:studies and research being conducted by the

Bank.

124
Clark, "McNamara Years," p. 6.

125Werld Bank. Assault on Poverty, pp. 272-273.

12.0:
bid., p. 274.

127Reproduced in The .McNamara Years at the World Bank, p. 255.
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,Both actual operations and'Studies reflect[ed] a new
strategy, with greater stress on people in the tradi-
tional-transitional sectors of the economy which have
hitherto been left outsjtde educational systems. The
aim [was clearly] to find appropriate ways to enable
education systems to promote both economic growth and,
social justice. This . . . required a comprehensive
approach at all levels and areas of2toth formal and
non-formal education and training.

The allocation of funds tells the story particularly eloquently. Among other

things, it shows that McNamara was serious about his concern about and coun-,

tries could " afford to invest in higher education, but.failto offer

incentives to attract teachers to rural areas . . .".
129

The data also evidence

DISTRIBUTION OF EDUCATION LENDING (FISCAL YEARS)130

1963-71
(Actual %)

1972-74
(Actual %)

1974-78
(Projected)

By Levels

Primary & Basic
(incl. adult & nfe)

, 5 11 27

Intermediate 72 48 43
Higher 23 41,, 30

By Curricula
- N

)General & Comprehensive 44 43 31/
Technical 29 24 23/

-Agricultural 15 17 24'

Teacher Training 12 14 '12
Health 10

By Outlay

Construction 61 49 /54
Equipment& Furniture 34 44 37
Technical. Assistance, 5 9

128
1973 Annual heport as quoted in Phill ps, Educational Cooperation, p.

129
McIUMara. McNamara,Years at the World Bank, p. 256`:'

130
Reproduced from: World-Bank, Assault on Poverty, p. 317.
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the mass movement into conformal education, which naturally and quickly followed

from McNamara's discovery of the inadequacies of "trickle-down" approaches

from the universities and formal schooling in general to help the rural poor.

(The Bank's reevaluation of the formal schooling was credited to its study of

low participation rates -- completion of school -- in heavily populated Asian

countries.)
131

The Bank's new directions in terms of investment priorities132 opened

up a whole panoply of questions and risks:133

Would the role ofsound banker be "undermined" by, the social
concerns of helping the poorest in the ldc's and therefore
diminish the Bank's credibility on the creditor side?

Would increased aid to the lowest income countries not
stimulate political and economic rivalry already evident
among the Group of 77?

What would be the late of a "populae'rural project without
-the support or at least 'the consent of the elite in the less
developed country?

.1

131
A. S. Abraham, "Aid to Education: To. Change in Order' to reserve,"

Prospects: Quarterly Review of Education. 6 (No. 2, 1976), 13... 219.

132
Phi lips argues that few inferences should be drawn from such.data.

He doesn't believe that increased support at one educational level rather thah
another should be taken to be an indication of the Bank's priorities. Some.
levels of education, e.g., technological institutions and science teaching,
_figure largely in foreign aid because they are large consumers of'skills and
equipment that need to be imported. They may also be the educational priorities,
but they may not be -- others like primary education, can be top priorities,
but small consumers of.external aid. H. M. Phillips, "Criteria and-Methods of
Generating.Education Cooperation Projects for External Funding," Comparative
Education, 17 (June 1981), p. 195. Phillips' warning seems useful only as a
caution against studies which rely solely-on quantitative data for inferring
changes in motivation.; this study uses a more catholic approach in terms of
sources and methods. ,

133
World Bank, iissault on Poverty, p. 274.
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Can the Bank,as an -outsider," really reach the poorest
without losing the credibility in the eyes of the local

government?

Isn't there a tension which exists between the Bank's
commitment to free enterprise and its new found concern
With social and distributional ends.?134

'The forthcoming investigation of the Bank's activities in the realm of non-

\
\

f rmal education seeks to begin to address some of these questions.

The World Bank and Non-Formal Education.

Duncan S. Ballantine, Director of the Bank' Education Division;

explained the expansion into gon-forMal education qui e simply. He saw it at

following "naturally, I think." from McNamara' [previously quoted] D. C.. and

Nairobi speeches about the sma farmer and lower 40% poverty group within

and between countries. "Each sector" sought to see "and spell out effects on
V?'

4

its area; non-formal education was the' "effect" on the education sector. .

The efforts were manifest in a policy paper-Wki.ch

1974: ". . . while we did not depart entirely from the old policies we had

followed -- nevertheless we did open up new areas for emphasis.
u135

Ballantine

continued: "In effect, what we are talking about is not so much a new.edu-

cational policy as a new definition of development."
136 Indeed, much of the

134Bettina S. Hass, "Economie. and Political Implications of the New
Lending Criteria," Intereconomics, (Nos. 9-10, 1977), p.,270.

135
D. S. Ballantine, "World Bank Policies for Education," in Report of

Conference and Workshop:on Non-FormaI Education and the Rural Poor. Edited

by Whard 0. Niehoff. [East Lansing]: Michigan State-University,--I977, p. 45.
Phillips credits donor countries' increased concern with equity, and social

changes. Educational Cooperation, p.'21.

136
Ballantine, "World Bank," p. 46.
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Bank's ."experimentation" in non-formal education was expected to take t4 form.
.

of "the development of delivery systems."137 "Like President Nyerere," the

Bank officials accepted the notion ". . , that-the simple expansion of

education may be counterprodut;tive when its content is conceived as only a

step to-higher levels. H138

`NI

Specific projects followed accordingly. In Mauritania the Bank funded

a project to see what the Koranic schools could accomplish for modern education

that was "developmental in character." In Ethiopia -- a project subsequently

"aborted" by the revolution -- a project was approved which involved building

a school to train the village priests to act as change, agents in the develop-

ment process. In both instances, the Bank's aim was to build on what was

already there and in which people had already instilled confidence. Indeed,

in Upper Volta this took the form of picking_up a project originally funded

by the European Fund. 139 In'Senegal, the Bank funded projects in which

village education centers -- for both children and adults -- were established

at the points where the nomads periodically congregated.
140

In Tanzania --

the scene- -of what some see as the most successful non-formal education projects,

under the Bank's auspices and others -- the Bank sought to train 20,000 -

25,000 village managers, people to lead cooperatiVes, acting as weightmasters,

137
Ballantine, "World Bank," pp. 48-49.

138
Duncan S. Ballantine, "Is the Cup Half Full or Half Empty?"

Prospects: Quarterly Review of Education, 6 (No. 2,-1976), p. 212.

139
Ballantine, "World Bank Policies," pp. 48-49.

140
Ibid.
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bookkeepers, etc.
141

In Chile, the focus was on industrial training.
142

In

addition the Bank ". . commissioned a research study designed to discover

,143
other types of non-formal education which might be assisted by the Bank.'

Thus the aim of the Bank was not simply ". o meet the borrowing country's

immediate and most pressing manpower needs" but a so to ". . . encourage more

long-term, comprehensive and incisive objectives
44

Indeed, this latter

aim -- which probably appears to many to be closer to the proper aims of the

Bank -- was quickly criticized as injecting educational prioritieS onto the

recipient governments. Whereas in the earlier era, the less active Bank depended

upon general procedures in which the recipients' development priorities as

reflected in their national plans --_were accepted or rejected by the Bank, in

the new era the Bank's research and newly expanded development expertise
145

.became part of a "development dialogue."
146

141
Ballantine, "World Bank Policies," pp. 48-49.

142
World Bank, Education: Sector Working Paper. [Washington]: World

Bank, September 1971, p. 19.

143
Ibid.

14 4Ibid., p. 23.

145
This didn't occur until quite recently. One nbserver noted in

1973, that there weren't . :enough people with influence in the Bank'GrOuP'
`[who] knew enough firsthand of what life is like for the poorer people in the
low-income countries and for their governments." Reid, !'McNamara's World Bank,"
p. 806. In 1977, the Economics Department was expanded into a Development
Policy Staff headed by Hollis Chenery, which significantly improved the tech-
nical and country staffs. Clark, "Robert McNamara," p. 170.

146
H. M. Phillips, "Criteria and Methods of Generating Education

Cooperation Projects for External Funding." Comparative Education, 17 (June
1981), p. 203.
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For this "development dialogue" between Bank officials and recipient

governmental leaders to succeed:

". . . ft [was] necessary to -open the dialogue in a
different, way and to say we [were] continuing our
practice of .trying to meet your needs a you see
them in the matter of national developm nt priori-
ties, but there are some social problems in the
world not being given the attention we think due,
and we have earmarked a certain part of our funds
for this purpose to which governments can have
access. "147

A seemingly uncontroversial example often cited was the elimination of

"barrios," credited to the urban migration in part resulting from the

attraction of formal schools in the urban centers. 148 Naturally what some

called a "dialogue" others saw as leverage. While not rejecting this

notion, Bank Education head Ballantine, underscored that while "too much

leverage" by the Bank could result in a "paper accord," there would be no

follow-through by country officials.
149

Others were less sanguine, however.

They noted, that even reluctant governments were likely to implement unpopular --

or perhaps inappropriate educational reforms -- in order not to alienate the

Bank: For whereas the Bank's education funds were always rather.limited

H
. . . the Bank [has] the largest body of expertise in development, it [has]

the most important source of information on the economies of less developed

countries, and it has a large capacity for commercial lending in addition to

150
aid." Others have alleged that such aid -- at times -- might have been

147
Phillips, "Criteria and Methods," p. 203.

148
Ibid.

149
Ballantine, "Is the Cup Half Full," p. 215.

150
Murdoch, Poverty of Nations, p. 262.
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conditional upon educational reforms which ere hoped ti "defuse potential

revolutionary sitqations. Indeed, commentatoriwent so far as to

contend that the Bank gave priority to /non- formal education in order to

create a "contented.peasantry" rather than tei promote modernization and

//industrialization.
152

Others, however,.noted that while it wasn't clear

whether these Aevelopment dialogues have altered the Bank's priorities, the

"change of style" from where the Bank seemed to be certain that there was

one right, and rational answer to most problems, 153
was "both welcome and

right.464

9

An equally significant "change in style" reqUired of the Bank because

of its non-formal education initiatives related to the size of projects which

it could fund ("economies of scale do not seem to apply to educational systems")
155

and relatedly,its ability to evaluate and control those projects.
156

Historically, Bank loan, officers set target quotas for cou4rieS and judged

151
Hayter, Aid as Imperialism, p. 10.

152
Williams went on to ask a seemingly rhetorical question: Why did _

the Bank believe that a Rousseau-like rural economy was infinitely preferable
to the complexities of the modern, highly urbanized world? Peter Williams,
"Report of Proceedings," in Prescription for Progress? A Commentary on,the
Education Policy of the World Bank. Edited by Williams. Studies in...Education
3. London: University of London. Institute of Education, 1976, pp. 76 -77.

153
Peter Williams, "Education in Developing Countries: The View from

Mount Olympus." Prospects: Quarterly Review of Education, 5 (No. 4, 1975), p. 460.

154
Peter Williams; "Education in Developing Countries: Halfway to the

Styx," Comparative Education, 17 (June 1981), p. 148.

155
Manzoor Ahmed, "Mobilizing Human Resources:' The Role of Non-Formal

Education." Assignment Children, 51/52 (Autumn 1980), p. 24.

156Williams,
"Education in Development Countries; View," p. 476.

See also: Murdoch, Poverty of Nations, p. 263.
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their subordinates on how, well they found project outlets to fill those

quotas, often complaining that there were not enough big projects. ( "Finding

outlets for prodigious sums of foreign exchange isn't exactly.conducive to

Bank officers reflecting on the social consequences of projects they are

157 ,
.

-plannine)--____This problem -- what the Bank called being "output-oriented,"

concerning themselves with dollars loaned and projects processed at the expense

of quality and ultimate development impactl58 -- appeared to be particularly

159
serious at the end of any fiscal year (as any bureaucrat would expect).

More substantively, the Bank's projects seem to have shown some success

in dealing with the problems of primary school leavers -- especially by offering

more "relevant" education and by decreasing rural-urban migration and the

resultant high levels of unemployment.
160

Such successes should not be

underestimated as they were oft achieved over the objections or at least lack

of enthusiasM f the local power elite.
161

Bhola.notes, for example, that the

"power elite" in plivia were concerned with finding oil, exporting tin and

157Frances Moore Lappe, Joseph Collins and David Kinley. Aid as
Obstacle; Twenty Questions about Our Foreign Aid and the Hungry. San Franciso: .

Institute for Food andDevelopmentPolicy, 1980, p. 85.

158i
bid. See also: A. Magnen. "The World Bank's New Policy of Aid

to Education." Prospects: Quarterly Review of Education, 5 (No. 2, 1975),
p. 287; and Roberti.... Ayres, "BrLking the Bank," Foreign Policy, 43 (Summer
1981)/ PP. 118-119.

159George
Axinn saw this repeatddly in his experience in the non-formal

educatibn field and in working with the World Bank in general.

160
Dejene, "Broader Concept of Development," p. 137.

161_
may quotes a "Bank's paper" to this effect. Brian May, The Third

World Calamity, London:- Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1981, p. 200.
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buying other countries' weapons. The concern:with.education was. minimal, but

the highly politicized Ministry of_Education was willing 'to "move with the

winds. "162 Stated somewhat more broadly, the Bank Staff itself had recognized

that

Innovations, which are seen by outsiders as necessary
to remedy qrRlitative and financial problems, may often
be resisted by the developing country -- and particularly
by teachers and ministry officials -- as changes which
would downgrade the system and endanger vested interests:
They may refuse to participate in experiments which they
feel should be tried but in other countries which could
better afford failures.163

More specifically, there was concern that governments of less developed countries

might not feel "sufficiently confident to allow whole-hearted. encouragement

of non-formal education when this may mean some loss of central control" over

resource allocation.164 The, importance of overcoming this political obstacle
.

can not be overstated for the evidence is fairly clear that the more decentra-

lized the administrative structdre, the more effective has been utilization of

the non-formal education process.165 Ibanez Salazar explains why:

Experience has shown us that the best non-formal programmes
are those in which members of the communities themselves,

162
Bhola, "Policy Analysis of Nonformal Education," p. 35.

163
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development. World Bank

Operations, pp. 264-265. See also: World Bank, Education 3rd edition, p. 14
and Paul Hurst, "Some,Issues in Improving the Quality of Education," Comparative
Education, 17 (June 1981), p. 185.

164
Chris Duke, "Co-ordination and Co-operation at Local, National and

,Commonwealth Level," Commonwealth Conference on Non-Formal Education for
Development. Committee 12. CCNFED/12/L/1. London: Commonwealth Secretariat,
[1979], p. 1. See also: Grandstaff, Non-Formal Education, pp. 36-37.

165
Garvin Alfred Manameri Karunartne, The Role of Non-Formal Education

in Alternate Rural Development Models: A Critical Analysis." Unpublished Ph.D../
Dissertation, Michigan State University, 1979, p. 260.
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chosen by their groups, take part as organized and
direct collaborators. They identify with their
milieu, its dustoms,'problems, aspirations and
languageand are consequently in the best position
-to carry out efficient Work, since they are trusted,
and respected in their 'communal groups . . ,",166

.

Indeed, it is notiby coincidence that, both Bank supporters and, opponents point

to Tanzania as the area of greatest Bank impact in the field of non-formal

edudation;
167

for it is only in a country like that with a strong commitment

and leadership on the top, willing and confident enough to take'the risks

168
involved in decentralization that non-formal education can succeed.

But there are additional problems which Bank projects have had to

overcome in order t.succeed in the non-formal education arena. For whereas

administrative decentralization is required in terms of power to the community,

the pluralist nature of federal bureaucracies concerned with non-formal

education 'at the national 'level is- a constant bugaboo for World Bank adMini-

strators. The institutional apparatus "in most countries" 'is "spread all through

166Juana Consuelo Ibanez Salazar, "Non-Formal Education Programmes for

Children and Parents j.n Peru," Prospects: Quarterly Review of Education, 7

(No. 4, 1977), p. 554. See also F. K. Townsend Coles, E. Gunnarsen, et al,
Non-Formal Education; Somalia, Paris: UNESCO, June 1974, Serial No. 3037 /RMO.

RD/ESM, p. 6, and Dove, "How the World Bank," p. 175.

167See Ayers on the criticism of the McNamara era as one of "vast

welfare projects" focused on socialist countries like Tanzania. Robert L.

Ayers, "Breaking the Bank," Foreign Policy 43 (Summer 1981), esp. pp. 107-111.

Gillette notes that the Bank's support of non-formal education seemed "to

contradict the Bank's apparently adamant opposition to other Tanzanian socialist
policies. Or is it a ease of the Bank keeping its 'eggs' in several 'baskets'

' -- among which education is relatively unimportant?" Arthur Lavery Gillette,

Beyond the Non-Formal Fashion:,Towards Educational Revolution in Tanzania.

( Amherst: Center for International Education, University of Massachusetts,
1977, p. 277. cf. A. S. Abraham, "Aid to Education: To Change in Order to

Preserve," Prospects: Quarterly Review of Education, 6 (No. 2, 1976), p. 220.

168Duke, "Co-ordination and Co-operation," p. 2.
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---the governmental structure and.thetefoie over to the private sector.
"169

_ For-example, itmas not unusual to. find a "piecedf non- formal' educatiOn action"

located in the Ministry of Education, the Ministry of Campensino Affairs and

Agriculture,= Ministry of Health, Ministry of Labor, universities with service

functions (much like'our land-grant schools); churches, libraries, museums,

and.the military and the media. 170
Most of these ministries were "too busy\

making new regulations and processing forms, to regard adult education as a

major part of their functions."171 Moreover, to get those* who had been

trained as health or agricultural specialists to see their major task as

"education" was a familiar and formidable obstacle. In many countries the

Bank found that it was presenting a ". . . new label in search of a new

structure and profession only beginning to find a new identity as non-formal

educators."
172

The result, often times, was that ministries appeared to'be

169'
A good general discussion of this phenomenon can be found in:

James H. Cobbe, Governments and Mining Companies in Developing-Countries.
Boulder: Westview Press, 1979, pp. 7694.

170
Bhola, "Policy Analysis of'Nonformal Education, pp. 26-27. See

also: Thomas La Belle, Nonformal Education and Social Change in Latin.America,
Los Angeles: The University of California Press, 1976, p. 193.

171
W.. Arthur Lewis, "Education and Economic Development," Social and

Economic Studies, 10 (June 1961),'p. 121.

172
Paul Fordham, "Interaction of Formal and Non - forma]. Education."

Commonwealth-Conference on Non-Formal Education for Development; Committee 6.
CCNFED/6/L/1. London: Commonwealth Secretariat, [1979], p.'1. The problem was
to get extension agents to ". . . consider themselves as teachers of 'adults,
an idea unfamiliar to many of them, as some prefer to pose as administrators
and bureaucrats." Paul Mhaiki, "Non-Formal Education Components of Other
Development Services." Commonwealth Conference on Non-Formal Education Develop-
ment. Committee 8. CCNFED/8/L/1. London: Commonwealth Secretariat,-[1979], p.
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using the out-of-school rhetoric as a way to develop a parallel school system

on an extension basis. "The intent [was) to enable adults and youth to pursue

formal schooling goals through flexible time periods.and'local facilities.
u173

Those with a more critical eye wondered aloud why there was something

wrong with retaining a system which both government bureaucrats and rural

farmers seemed to prefer to\the World Bank imposed non-formal-education alter-

native, a preference which seemed even to take the form of subverting the

intentions of the Bank bureaucrats by using their rhetoric and their money

for other purposes.
174

In addition to having to cope with uncoordinated, other-interested

bureaucracies, the Bank found that the "natural consti.tuency" for non-formal

education within recipient countries is usually fragmented and much of it had a

weak political voice.
175

In part, this was as reflection of the lack of a

single ministry or department to serve as its daily advocate, promoter and

defender. In part it was a lack off-a devoted alumni in high places. (Indeed

one commentator contends that non-formal education projects can only be called

173
Thomas J. La Belle, "Nonformal Education and Social Change," p. 189.

\
N,

174
See, for example, Martin Carnoy, "International Educational Reform,"

p. 250; and Carnoy,."TheRole of Education in a Strategy for Social Change,"
in.The Limits of Educational Reform, edited by Martin Carnoy and Henry ,M. Levin,
New York: David McKay .00:, Inc., 1976, p. 274. -

I
75

Coombs, New Paths, p. 78.
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a success when such alu i exist.)
176

And, in part, it was simply due to the

fact that there was little overnmental access'or concern with people

beyond the. urban areas.177

Finally there are a numbe of people who found the\supposedly success-

ful impacts of the Bank -- in incre sing the numbers of trained farmers,

cooperative managers and the.like - he source of significant unease. That

is, the successful procedural and subst ntive impacts thus far related came in

for loud and vociferous attack. Not only was the Bank attacked -- as

suggested by Hass's aforementioned questions' -- for its more explicit

political involvement in the processes of policy-making in less developed

countries, but it was criticized for exacerbating the dualistic societies it

was trying to assist. 178
Indeed, some came to find McNamara's entire educational

expansion and particularly the massive expansion of support for non-formal

education misguided. Wiliams' observation is typical: He contended that the

Bank's

. . . theory seems, to be that parents may be persuaded
to accept the built-in discrimination and unfairness of
a dualistic system if it is pointed out to them, with
impeccable logic, that not everyone can be privileged.

176
CooMbs, New Paths, p. 79.

177
Ibid.

-17S
See, e.g.: Carnoy, "International Institutions and Educational

Policy: Review," pp. 281-282. t

7
179

Williams, "Education-in Developing Countries: View," p. 474.
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Evans makes a related point:

. . . any system which becomes a dual, set of educatiqnal
institutions, will be seen as prejudicial to the group
whose access is limited tp the lower-status level. Any
such system will face a difficult future either because
it does not provide access to, channels of mobility,
or, in the futUre when the low-status alternative
succeeds in beginning to effectively enfranchise rural
groups, beiguse it is a threat to the existing power
structure.

Carnoy seems to agree at Jeast on the general proposition. He wonders

aloud why the Bank was trying to find ways of supplying "cheap".agriculture-
,

oriented basic training when the demand of the 'rural families is pcecisely for
.

.

,

r:
urban-type primary educatiOn which -would allow them to.leave_the rural areas.181 :

Indeed, Carnoy at one point -- tries to:push his argument. to its logical

-.conclusion. In so doing, he provides an interesting and challenging scenario

180
David R. Evans, "The Educational Policy Dilemma for Rural Areas,"

p. 235. See also: Thomas J. La Belle and Robert E. Verhine, "Nonformal
Education and Occupational Stratification," p. 181. t,

-r

181
Martin Carnoy, "International,Institutions.and Education Policy,"

p. 274. .See also: Elinor Q. Barber, "General' Education Versus'Special
Education for Rural Development," Comparative Education Review, 25 (June 1981),
pp(;. 219, 222 and 226; and Carnoy, "International Educational Reform," pp. 256-257,
J. D. Naik, "Interactions of Formal and Non-FormalEducation," Commonwealth
Conference on on- Formal. Education for Development. Supplement to Comthittee 6.-
CCNFED/1/L/2. ondon: Commonwealth Secretariat, (1979], pp. 2-3. Kindervatter
sees the conseq ences as much less apocalyptic. She'envisions non-formal
education prospects as providing the poor withthe "wherewithal to affect
development policy" (at least at the local-level and consequently-to gain
development benefits. Suzanne Kindervatter, Nonformal Education as an Empowering
Process with Case Studies from Indonesia and Thailand. Amherst: Center for
International Education, 1979, p: 61.
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as, to the possible (larlely unmeasured) impacts of the Bank's movement int

the realm of non - formal education:

The ban is pushing countries to increase primary
educat n at the expense of higher education, to
invest in rural areas rather than concentrate on
the mo ern sector, to improve quality of education
for th poor. These are such that if.pursued, will
to,,a cer ain extent -.,?.duce the opportunities of the
poor relat ve to the rich, and could increase
the contra ctions in societies already beset by
contradicts s. The education of the unemployed
could increa e rapidly and perhaps dissatisfaction
with unjust d stribution of income and wealth
increase as w 1 . . .. Most of all, forcing
countries to i vest heavily in education, especi-
ally primary e cation, could divert resources f
other projects hich 'end to raise incomes of e
wealthier relatively to the poor. In-this way the
Bank may actually be helping to set in motto
exactly the kind of radical change which t e corporate
dualist modeal

8z
sees as unnecessary, indeed, detrimental,

to progress.

Others are less contentious, but no more hopeful. Ahmed is probably

representative:

. . . steps have to be taken to eliminate 'the dUality
of full -time formal institutional education and non-
formal programmes. For if the latter -- whether skill
development, basic services, or "second chancg_programmes.
-- are to succeed, they must be accorded full "parity of

loiesteem" with corresponding formal education programs.

Ballantine tried to.dismiss or' at least deflect arguments that Bank supported

non-formal education programs are really second class education by contending

that the choice in most poor countries is often "between second best and.

182
Martin Carnoy, "International Ing-titutions.and Educational Policy,"

p. 282. See also: Martin McLean, "The Political Context of Educational
DeveIopMent: A Commentary on the Theories of Development Underlying the World
Bank Education Sector Policy Paper," Comparative Education, 17 (June 1981),
p. 160.

183
Manzoor Ahmed, "Mobilizing Human Resources," p. 37.
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o

nothing..
u184i But th're is the rub; something hardly unknown to Bank officials.

MurdOchksummeries the problem well.

. . . as long as the [Bank's] new strategy injects aid

into a system in which resources are already very

unevenly distributed, it will likely cause ah increase

in inequality. The Bank is of course aware of this '

danger and has stated its support for land reform an

other changes designed to help the poor. -HoWever, the

Bank cannot forcmuch reform but can only support it

where it occurs.

Obviously this last point is where Murdoch and Bank (and non-formal educatio

critics (in general) diverge. They believe that the Banky,s leverage can

indeed be exerted in directions such as those to which Murdoch, alluded, but

the coincidence between Bank interests and thoSe of the ruling elite in lea'

developed, countries preclude them making such demands.
L86

Others simply believe that the Bank should fund formal schools for

\ . ._
..

those,i
.1

the rural areas. as Well. Barber presents this view most vividly,

\//I'l
.y

-

a potion Which seems to overlook the entire reason why.non-formal education

evolved in the first place (i.e., costs and school-leaving resulting not
/

simply from perceived educational irrelevance, but also from locational

problems and problems of timing the school year to students' life demands).
187

184Ballantine, "'World Bank Policies," p. 47.

185Murdoch, Poverty of Nations, pp. 264-265. See also, Todaro
Economic-Development-in-the-Third-World, p. 257.

.186See,' e.g., Carnoy, "International Institutions," pp. 256-257.

187Evans makes an argument along these lines, see "Educational Polity

Dilemma," passit. See also: Ralph M. Miller, "The Meaning of Development and.

Its Educational Implications,"in Education and Development Reconsidered,
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.the eduCation designedloinhildren in. rural areas
shoul4Fftt, essentially, be different from that considered
suitaidle for urban children. What is often called "general
education" or "basic, education" is preferableyto_special ,

(or vocational or "relevant") education for:rural children.

The Bank's dilemma is obvious. Having made considerable procedural

accommodations --.some which clearly are at odds with the views and interests

f some of the staff
189

-- to move into an area which displeases many of the

nors,-thetank now finds itself being attacked for exacerbating societal

qualities because it was trying to increase productivity along with

enhancing equity (a task many economists view as impossible) while injecting
. .

its1'f into the political affairs of less developed dountries'as little'vas

pOssible, because its interests coincided with the power elite of the less

developed country, because as a bank it sees'the desirability of maintaining,

domestic and interstate stability and/or because it accepts and practices as

much as is possible what its Articles of Agreement dictate:

The result at least to some observors seemed to be a withdrawal from.

the field of non-formal education, even prior_to the assumption to power of the

new President of the Bank.

,

188
Barber, "General Education Versus Special Edtication " p. 216.

189
Escott Reid, "McNamara's World Bank," pp.796-797. See also:

Seth Spaulding, "Needed Research on the Impact of International'Assistance,"
. .p. 210, and Barbara B. Crane6and Jason L.:Finkle, "Organizational Impediments
\

to Development Assistance: The World Bank's-PopulatiOn Program," World Politics,
33 (July 1981), pp. 521-522.
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Conclusions

The conclusions need to be brief, only in part because this is a

preliminary study. Perhaps equally as important is the fact that the impacts

of World Bank activities in the edUcation field and particularly in the

non-formal education area -- have been portrayed as a series of moving targets.

Those targets include both the sorts of projects supported and not unrelatedly

the sorts of impacts identified as appropriate for assessment. Thus, when -the

Congressional Research Service contended that "Some claim that there is not

enough examination of who is likely to benefit overall from new style Bank

projects. . . "190 they were onto something. (Indeed, they were certainly closer

to the mark then than when they boldly asserted that the Bank's designation of

intended beneficiaries in educaticlal pLojects has made the task of-its new

91
Operation Evaluation Bureau much easier.)

1
IndeeL', if this study has evidenced

anything in regard to impacts, i= has iliown thz few of those writing about or

orchestrating non-formal education policies agree on the intended beneficiaries,

much less whether those designated are InlieQd receiving what has been intended.

Stated more forthrightly: it appears clear that the Bank's educational

policies have evolved in accordance with the evolution of development theories

or strategies. McNamara was perfectly right when he asserted that the problem

with the Bank's educational projects wasn't a mismatch with development strategies,

190
U.S. Congress. House of Representatives. Foreign Assistance and

Related Agencies, p. CRS-110.

191
Ibid., p. CRS -119.
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but rather that they fit well with the ". . . basically irrelevant development

strategies they were suppoged to uphold and sustain." 192 And clearly,one of

the main points of difference between the strategies was in terms of who would

benefit from such projects. But as the study tries to show, whereas the Bank's

strategy clearly evolved from the "trickle down" to "growth and equity," it

is not apt to pick up the thoughts of the dependendistas, but it has pursued,

their policy recommendations anyway, preSumably for very different reasons.

That is, the Bank has seemingly moved away from non-formal education, but not

because the dependendistas convinced it that such activities were reinforcing

intranational and international dualism, but rather because of a scarcity of

resources and reordering of priorities, or perhaps a returning to normal,

more preferable priorities. But in addition to evideRcing the difficulty of

'assessing the impacts of intergovernmental economic organizations in an area

in which there has been no single accepted paradigm (either by academics or
z.

policy makers), the study has evidenced the impact which executive heads have

on intergovernmental organization priorities and consequently impacts on those

served and not served. For the study-surely evidences that McNamara's push for

primary education and then for non-formal education significantly altered the

Bank's funding priorities and presumably affected the sorts of individuals

served in recipient countries. At the same time the study suggests that the

minimal nature of those impacts was due to the fact that McNamara was fighting

an uphill battle all along the way, dealing with inexperienced and uncommitted

192
McNamara, "Preface [and chapter introductions }," p. 265
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personnel, with structurally maladapted bureaucracies, over the wishes of some

of the hank's own personnel, against the wishes of major donor countries,,

in opposition to the wishes pf competing intergovernmental organizations and

even in opposition to the cultural mores of the intended recipients. In light

of these obstacles, it shoUldn't be surprising that the impact was both

minimal and short-term and that the Bank seemed willing to reverse its policy

innovations when the academy began to muster arguments contending that the Bank

policies were ineffectual at best, and perhaps even, misguided.

Thus what may be most surprising and interesting is that the Bank

pursued the non-formal education route as long as it did and with as much

impact as it had. Here, the answer seems to lie in the willingness of recipients

of such aid to accept the Bank's funds and experimentation in order to gain

other, higher priority goals of their own, knowing full well that in the long-run

either the effects of the Bank's projects could be erased or perhaps even in

the short-run could be subverted. Not surprisingly then, it was members of

the academy more than personnel in less developed countries who expresSed

their outrage at the Bank's direction.

Thus for the student of intergovernmental organization the findings

of this study are somewhat paradoxical. The study clearly evidences the ways

in which a powerful executive head, with a clearly articulated organizational

ideology, can change the direction of his organization. Moreover, it evidences

how that change -- if the leader is 4e who isn't timid about jurisdictional

fights -- can be made even if it means Vming into conflict uth.th other (less

financially secure) intergovernmental orgaAizations and even if it risks ante-
\

gonizing some of the major donor states. At'\the same time, however, the study

57.
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indicates how easy it is for the actions of that intergovernmental organization

to be frustrated, even if intergovernmental organization bureaucrats have been

won over and donor countries have been mollified. Indeed that frustration may

even manifest-itself in being taken advantage of by clever bureaucrats in

recipient countries. Moreover, significant impacts may require the very

structural changes in less developed countries which intergovernmental organi-

zations are either incapable ot unwilling to seek to achieve.

For the student of development studies, the results are certainly

incomplete. All that has been identified are the areas which need to be

studied in -depth in micro-impact studies That is,-this-studyseems tohave

shed some light on the moving and multiple targets of potential impact by

Bank supported non-formal education projects, but empirical data on those

limited impacts still need to be garnered. Perhaps less incomplete, but also

ambigious, are the findings relating to the relationship between exogenously

funded non-formal education projects and the on-going debate concerning depen-

dency relationships, the N.I.E.O. and defenders of programs of self-reliance.

What the study seems to suggest is that the Bank's activities in the non-formal

education field have evolved from an acceptance of the theoretical underpinnings'

of the N.I.E.O., i.e., the need for growth and equity focusing on the poorest

of the poor, and abandonment of "trickle down" approaches to aid. But what

the Bank seems to have learned -- at least in this instance -- is that, there'

are clear limits to what the liberal solution of the N.I.E.O. can accomplish

at least in the short-run (i.e., in the absence of alterations iwthe ways

less developed countries conduct their governmental business, change's in cultural

mores relating to school credentialism, etc.). That doesn't necessarily argue

that the dependendistas are right, much less that Bank officials have come to
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that conclusion. But it does seem to argue that some sort of,self-reliant

Policy or more massive structural reform may be necessary. That doesn't seem

in the cards however, especially not for the Bank now with a new executive

head and with a set of donor countries (led by the United States) and finan-

ciers concerned with economic pay-offs for funds loaned. In the end, perhaps

the Bank is a bank and not a development agency, expecially not one speci-

alizing in innovative educational activities which can only be successfully

implemented as part of massive programs of structural reform.

9
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